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ABSTRACT

A high pressure pool boiling experiment of pressurized R134a is designed
and built, utilizing thermochromatic liquid crystal techniques. Liquid crystals thermochromatography uses encapsulated liquid crystals that are sensitive to temperature.
When exposed to hot temperatures the crystal reflect a blue/violet color, and when
exposed to cooler temperatures it reflects a red/orange color. The color value or hue
is proportional to its temperature. Using this technique this experiment is capable of
studying the physics and thermodynamics of refrigerants under nucleate pool boiling.
The main objective of this experiment was the design of the experimental
setup.

Various designs were tested and validated, of which all incorporated a

pressure resistant chamber constructed out of aluminum and glass viewing ports.
Design parameters such as the heating element thickness were verified using a
transient FEA thermal model. This model, which was developed in ANSYS, verified
that this design would be able to capture the thermal response of the
thermochromatic liquid crystals. This analysis concluded that a negligible error of
0.02°C is expected due to transient effects.
Difficulties were encountered during early stages of development; most
notable were imaging limitations such as low camera frame-rates and poor
resolution. Since a TLC technique was used to measure the temperature of the
boiling surface, a camera system fast enough to capture the thermal response was
needed. At bubble frequencies of 30 nucleations per second, it was necessary for
the camera to have much higher frame rates. Through the use of two synchronized
cameras, the surface temperature, position, size and shape of the bubbles were
recorded simultaneously. Two camera systems were designed and tested. The first
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system consisted of a high speed CMOS camera capable of capturing 1,000 frames
per second, and an RBG CCD color camera capable of 30 Frames per second.
However, this system was limited the slow frame rate and low resolution of the RBG
camera.

The second system used two high resolution and fast shutter speed

cameras, which were able to capture fast bubble nucleations. This method required
the assumption that under constant operating conditions, the path of one bubble was
identical to the next. This method was tested utilizing the high speed camera, and
was shown that there was less than a .04% deviation from the path any bubble to
that of the next.
Detailed analysis of nucleating surface temperatures using thermochromatic
liquid crystal technique and temporal-temperature response under various heat flux
and at 813.6kPa (118Psia) and 882.5kPa (128Psia) was performed. It is seen that
temperature distribution is quite varied in each case. At high pressures the size of
nucleation site decreases, giving rise to an increase in the surface temperature.
Bubble growth is also analyzed through the use of high speed cameras and
compared to temperature distributions. Simultaneous temperature and bubble size
measurements provided a correlation between bubble growth and heat transfer.
Boiling parameters such as bubble frequency, bubble size, and contact area are also
analyzed. From the surface temperature plots, the local and average heat transfer
coefficients were calculated as a function of time and bubble dynamics.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

The high heat flux density in miniaturized passages causes two-phase flow
regime

transitions

similar

to

conventional

passages.

However,

in

these

microchannels, surface tension plays an important role and changes the flow regime
transitions, pressure drop and heat transfer, which are not predicted well by the
available correlations. In heated flows in thin channels, single-phase subcooled liquid
enters a channel and heats up until sufficient wall superheat is reached to initiate
nucleation. Following the onset of nucleation, where the bubble sizes of 5 µm have
been visualized in microchannels, the vapor fraction increases as more vapors are
formed. As the vapor fraction increases, the bubbles grow by coalescence and
interfacial evaporation until they become large enough to be constrained by the walls
of thin circular and non-circular tubes. This results in the transformation of dispersed
vapor to continuous vapor, as the flow enters the slug flow regime, and thereafter the
churn-turbulent regime. As more continuous vapor is formed, the coalescence rate
increases dramatically, resulting in rapid transition to an annular flow regime. At this
point, a continuous high velocity vapor core bounded by a thin liquid film on the wall
is formed. Thus the wall plays a major role in the modeling of all two-phase flow
regimes starting from dilute bubbly flows to thin separated films. While a
considerable amount of work is done to model the dynamics of the interfaces and
interfield mechanisms such as coalescence, deposition and entrainment, wall heat
transfer measurements are sparse in all regimes.
Therefore, in order to understand the heat transfer mechanisms at the wall
during bubble nucleation, bubble departure, transition regime and eventually when a
thin liquid film is formed at the wall, wall temperature measurements in conjunction
with the liquid temperature are needed. Currently available two-phase heat transfer
1

models are mere extensions of one-dimensional single-phase models, which are
tuned to fit the void fraction data. This has been necessary due to the lack of direct
local measurements of temperature. We believe that the wall temperature
measurements will bring insight into the development of the flow topology.
The goal of this experiment is to develop a better understanding of nucleate
boiling physics by looking at the effects of a single bubble nucleation. Through the
use of thermochromagraphy and high speed digital photography the underlying
mechanics of pool boiling will be studied. Pressurized R-134a will be used as the
boiling fluid. Additional studies will include the interaction amongst bubbles, bubble
frequencies, contact areas and heat-flux. It is desired to collect data that will lead to
the future formulation of a spatial-temporal model of pool boiling thermodynamics in
pressurized vessels.
1.1

Objectives

The objectives of this study are the following:
-

Design a pool boiling experiment with refrigerant R134a and fabricate a test
section that can withstand high pressures.

-

Use thermochromatic liquid crystal techniques to provide the surface
temperature at high temporal and spatial resolution.

-

Validate design of the experiment using an FEA model. Verify that transient
thermal response can be captured under the current design.

-

Evaluate the different test section design and image processing systems.

-

Run the experiment, collect and interpret data.

2

1.2

Introduction to Pool Boling

Nucleate boiling involves many processes. Most pool boiling processes are
non-linear in nature.

Complexity of nucleate boiling comes from nucleation and

interactions that occurs between the wall and fluid. There are four basic types of
interactions. The first Interaction occurs at the nucleation site on the wall, between
the fluid and the heated surface.

The second takes place between adjacent

nucleation sites. The third consists of interactions between the bubble and the bulk
liquid. The last consists of interactions between adjacent bubbles. This study will
focus on the interaction between bubble and heating surface. If the basic underlying
mechanism of this type of interaction is studied and clarified, it would then be
possible to better predict the rate of boiling heat transfer in terms more fundamental
parameters.
The problems with properly modeling nucleate boiling arise from the large
number of variables that affect pool boiling. Conventional models apply averaging
procedures that compensates for all variables into a macro-level parameter such as
average heat flux. For example, most models perform calculations to predict the
heat flux as a function of wall superheat. Wall superheat is the temperature above
the saturation temperature of the working fluid. Many of these averaging techniques
have temporal and/or special restrictions. For instance a model that predicts the
heat flux as a function of wall temperature might only apply to certain applications,
such as a pot of boiling water, but not inside a pressure cooker. Nucleate pool
boiling can be described by figure 1.1. Figure 1.1 is the boiling curve or heat flux
versus wall temperature.
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Pool Boiling Curve

Heat Flux (q")

Critical Heat Flux

Film Boiling

Onset of
Nucleate
Boiling

Natural Convection
Wall Superheat (Tw -Tsat)

Figure 1.1 Typical Pool Boiling Curve
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In natural convection temperature gradients are set up and circulation
patterns appear. Heat transfer increases slowly with superheat, as shown in figure
1.2. Onset of nucleate boiling occurs when the temperature of the liquid surrounding
the top of the bubble exceeds the necessary for the nucleus to remain in equilibrium.
At this point nucleation sites begin to appear, see figure 1.3. In this stage there can
be a large increase in heat transfer with small increase in superheat. Critical heat
flux occurs when isolated vapor blanket forms over the surface, preventing the
surface from transferring heat effectively.

In this region the heat flux remains

constant while the wall superheat sharply increases. The last stage in figure 1.1 is
film boiling. It occurs when the vapor blanket transfers heat through convection and
conduction.

5

Figure 1.2 Natural Convection

Figure 1.3 Onset of Nucleate Boiling
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2.0
2.1

BACKGROUND

Thermochromatic Background

The liquid crystals are generally classified into three groups: smectic, nematic
and cholesteric. Out of these three, cholesteric crystals are most popularly used for
thermal visualization and are coated (encapsulated) with gelatin in a polyvinyl
alcohol binder. This coating results in the formation of small spheroids with typical
diameters on the order of 20-50 µm. Encapsulation extends the life of liquid crystals
and also greatly reduces the variation of color due to viewing angle. When
illuminated by white light and viewed under fixed conditions, TLC at its event
temperature (minimum activation temperature) will reflect a unique color of visible
light. As the temperature is increased through the TLC’s color play interval (or
bandwidth), the reflected color will change. When the temperature exceeds the
TLC’s clearing point temperature, the TLC will cease reflecting color and become
transparent [1].
The color image processing is used to obtain quantitative temperature
information from a TLC coated surface with a reasonable accuracy and resolution.
TLC can be calibrated using the chromatic calibration method in which the dominant
wavelength is determined as a function of temperature using the standard red, green
and blue (RGB) color decomposition and chromaticity diagram. Akino et al. [2] used
tristimulus decomposition of color into RGB to formulate an efficient scalar descriptor
of color that would ease the computationally intensive color-to-temperature
transformations. They found that linear combination of RGB gave the best results
and that the hue of a TLC varied monotonically with its temperature.
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2.2

Nucleate Boiling Studies

Bergez [3] reported time-dependent study on nucleate boiling on thin plate in
well-wetted conditions for water at a saturation, atmospheric pressure, and low heat
flux by using simultaneous recordings of ebullition and wall temperature
measurement using thermochromic liquid crystal technique. He indicated that
existing heat transfer descriptions are not adequate in this case. Based on the wall
temperature variations he gave a non-predictive model of boiling heat transfer with
two superheats, combining heat supply and activity of nucleation site. In a similar
set-up Kenning and Yan [4] reported the motion of bubbles in water and temperature
information deduced from the color display of a layer of TLC recorded with a highspeed camera. They reported variations in wall superheat on mechanism of heat
transfer and on irregular behavior of nucleation sites. They pointed out that modeling
of nucleate boiling should take into account the variations in wall temperature.
More recently, Buchholz et al. [5] reported pool-boiling experimental
investigation on isopropanol at 0.104 MPa (15.1Psia) (reduced pressure p/pc=
0.022), corresponding to a saturation temperature of 82.9°C. They used microthermocouples and miniature optical probe in their study to capture local temperature
fluctuations at the heater surface as well as on bubble fluctuations above the heater
for the entire boiling curve. They observed the existence of dry patches on the
surface before CHF is reached. They also proved the existence of a liquid rich zone
at the heater surface in nucleate boiling up to CHF and also in high heat flux
transition boiling.
Nucleate pool-boiling of R-134a on a stainless steel tube has been carried out
by Barthau and Hahne [6]. Hsieh and Ke [7] have also reported boiling experiment
using LDV technique for bubble dynamic parameter measurements on twin plasma
8

coated tubes in saturated R134a. Pool boiling heat transfer from a single horizontal
copper tube to HFC-refrigerants and hydrocarbons is reported by Gorenflo et al. [8].
They demonstrated that the characteristics of the microstructure on the heating
surface, e.g. distributions of sizes and local distances of cavities from each other,
also influence the dependence of heat transfer coefficient on the properties of the
fluid. Chatpun et al. [9] have investigated nucleation site interaction in pool nucleate
boiling on a heated surface with triple artificial cavities. They performed boiling of
water on a heated silicon surface with the cavities and analyzed three nucleation site
interaction effects: horizontal and declining bubble coalescence, thermal interaction
between nucleation sites and hydrodynamic interaction between bubbles. Our
literature search reveals that investigations pertaining to nucleate pool-boiling of R134a at higher pressures are not reported. The current project is a step ahead to
establish the methodology to generate surface temperature data synchronized with
bubble departure.

9

3.0

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

In order to capture bubble dynamics and thermodynamics it was essential to
develop a system to acquire images at high speed. If bubble dynamics are to be
studied then its essential to design a camera system fast enough to capture the
nucleation and departure of a single bubble in multiple frames. There were two
methods attempted.

In the first method a high speed C-MOS camera provided

effective images up to 1,000 frames per second. Initially this camera was coupled to
a CCD camera at a frame rate of 30 fps, which would provide the color images of the
TLC (Thermal Liquid Crystals).

The second method involved two separate High

resolution high shutter speed cameras.

This method provided a better way to

capture bubble dynamics. Both methods and their results will be discussed in the
next sections.
3.1

The Experimental Setup

The test setup consists of the boiling pressurized chamber where the boiling
will take place. Connected to the test chamber are the supply lines making up the
Flow Circuit, which provides the constant pressure and temperature fluid conditions.
Last are the cameras and data acquisition system.
3.1.1 Pressurized Test Chamber
As shown in figure 3.1 and 3.2 two test sections were designed and built.
They were both robust enough to withstand the high pressures, and were built with
multiple viewing ports. Anytime pressurized chambers required viewing ports, the
design becomes difficult, and the size of the viewing windows is limited by the
pressure of the chamber. Therefore the test section was designed to be small. Both
test sections were built out of aluminum. Both utilized 2in. by 2in. glass viewing
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windows. The first test section had two viewing ports, one at the bottom to view the
TLC and one at the top to view the nucleation site, see figure 3.1.1.1.

Figure 3.1 Test Section 1

The second test section included a third viewing window that would allow for a side
view of the nucleation side.

Figure 3.2 Test Section 2
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3.1.2 Refrigerant Circuit
Because the working fluid was refrigerant R134a a special circuit similar to a
common refrigeration cycle had to be constructed.

The basic function was to

maintain the working fluid at a constant working pressure and temperature. This was
achieved by cooling the refrigerant by a second refrigeration system via heat
exchanger, and then compressing the working fluid before entering the test chamber.
The design of the circuit is shown below.

Figure 3.3 Test Circuit

The refrigeration circuit consisted of a positive displacement pump to
generate the pressure within the test section. In order to control the pressure a
pressure regulator was used to bypass the fluid entering the test chamber. The
12

refrigerant was cooled using a water cooled condenser. Although this design
managed to control the pressure, the pump caused vibrations. This meant that the
test section had to be isolated from the pump. The second test section did not use
the condenser portion of the circuit. The test section was also isolated from the rest
of the circuit prior to running, as seen on figure 3.3.
3.1.3 TLC and Heating Element Design
One of the most difficult processes of this experiment was to design a proper
heating element and TLC combination. Initial trials were made using a quartz glass
with a transparent ITO (Indium Tin Oxide) coating as the heating element. Above
the ITO coating a thin coat of TLC paint was sprayed on followed by a black backing
paint. This configuration can be seen in figure 3.4. Although this configuration seem
to work well on air at standard room condition, when the R134a was introduced it
cause both the TLC paint and the backing paint to spall off over time. This meant
that the test section had a short life span.

The second problem with this

configuration was having the heating element underneath the layers of paint. The
heat from the ITO caused the paint to peel off from the surface causing gaps in the
TLC paint. The third problem was due to inconsistencies in the spraying technique,
which left behind small bubbles trapped within the layers of TLC and the backing
paint.

This resulted in physical distortion of the TLC paint under high and low

pressures.

In order to address these issues a new TLC/Heating element

configuration had to be redesigned.
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Figure 3.4 First TLC + Heating Element Design

The redesign of new heating element configuration had three main criteria,
the TLC could not be directly exposed to the refrigerant, the heating element had to
be above all layers of paint, and the paint would have to withstand high and low
pressures. This meant that the ITO coating on the quartz surface would not be
utilized. Pre-coated TLC Mylar sheet were used instead of the spray-on technique.
This type of TLC ensured a consistent paint thickness and a resistance to extreme
pressures. Figure 3.5 shows how the heating element sits above the Mylar TLC
sheet. The heating element was a 14µm thick inconel sheet covering the 50.8cm by
50.8cm lower viewing window. The TLC was glued to the quartz with a transparent
adhesive to allow visibility of its thermochromatic response. The pressure within the
chamber kept the heating foil/element pressed against the quartz and TLC sheet.
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Figure 3.5 TLC + Heating Element Re-Design

This configuration has one major drawback.

Since the TLC layers are

underneath the heating element or foil, then heating foil itself acts as an insulator
between the nucleation site and the TLC.

The TLC measures the surface

temperature of the heating element directly below the nucleation site. Therefore, if
the thickness of the heating element is too large, the temperature of the surface at
the fluid side will not be captured and any transient effects would also be missed. In
order to determine an appropriate heating element thickness, a transient simulation
was done in ANSYS. ANSYS is a Finite Element Solver capable of structural and
thermal transient analysis.

A multiple layer model was built and meshed within

ANSYS, considering for the thickness and thermal properties of the Quarts, of the
TLC, Backing paint, Adhesive and heating element. Meshing was also done within
ANSYS using “SOLID70”, a 3-D, eight node, a single degree of freedom element
used for steady-state and transient thermal analysis. The ANSYS meshed model
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can be seen in figure 3.6 and the material models and element properties can be
seen in figure 3.7.

Figure 3.6 ANSYS Model of the Nucleation Site (Transient Model)
R-134a
K in “w/mK” , th in ”µm”
k=21, th=14

Inconel Heating

k=6.5 , th=5

Thermal Adhesive

k=2 ,th=6

Black Paint

k= 2 , th=5

TLC Paint

k=1 , th=100

Mylar Sheet

k=2 , th=5

Clear Adhesive

k=.93 ,th=12.7x103

Quartz or
Pyrex

Figure 3.7 Material Models for ANSYS Thermal Analysis

By applying the expected boundary conditions, such as nucleation rate and
maximum and minimum wall temperatures, the appropriate heating element
thickness was verified. Because there are limitations on the minimum thickness of
readily available heating foils, this analysis was done using an Inconel sheet 15
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microns thick. The nucleation rate was set to 30 bubbles per second at a minimum
and maximum surface temperature of 37°C and 40°C, respectively. The bulk fluid
temperature was set to the saturation temperature, or 37°C.

The ambient

temperature, which affects the exposed side of the quartz window, was set to 25°C
and all convective effects were neglected. Figure 3.8 show a contour plot of the
Nodal Temperatures for a single time step.

Nucleation

Figure 3.8 Thermal Contour Plot of Nodal Temperature

For visual and computational reasons, the heating element was cut back to
small square sections.

From the contour plot, the hot region seen around the

heating element is ignored, since the actual region of interest sits inside this area.
The focus of this analysis is on the temperature beneath the Heating element and
black backing paint, or the temperature of the TLC. Depending on the heat transfer
parameters of the surrounding layers, this temperature may differ from the
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temperature at the nucleation site. Figure 3.9 shows the results of this analysis in a
Temperature-Time plot.
Surface VS TLC Temperature VS Time
T(Surface) (30Hz)
T(TLC) 30Hz
T(Surface) (45Hz)
T(TLC) 45Hz

42

Temperature ( C)

41
40
39
38
37
36
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Time (ms)

Figure 3.9 Transient Thermal Response Surface VS TLC Temperature

The analysis reveals a maximum of 0.2°C difference between the temperature
TLC and the nucleation surface. This reveals that the current TLC and heating
element design will accurately measure the wall temperature at the nucleation site
within 0.2°C.
3.1.4 TLC Calibration
Calibration of the TLC was an important process, if not the keystone of this
experiment.

The validity of calculated parameters such as local heat transfer

coefficient and wall superheat is dependent on the accuracy and precision of the
TLC.

Calibration was done using in-house calibration software.

The software

automatically plotted the temperature of the TLC via thermocouple and Hue value of
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the TLC color images via the RGB camera. A pixel averaging routing was used to
minimize noise from the camera and the imperfections of the TLC. The hue value is
the color value in term of an angular value on the color wheel, see figure 3.10. The
software calculates the hue value from the RGB values obtained from the individual
pixels within an image.

Figure 3.10 Hue Color Wheel

The source code for Hue conversion and pixel averaging can be found the
Appendix. The hue values and the temperatures were plotted against each other
and a regression equation was developed.

This regression is only valid for the

current experimental setup, which may include lighting conditions and camera
angles. A sample calibration was done to show the process. This setup can be
seen on figure 3.11.
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Region of Interest
Hue and Temp

Figure 3.11 Sample Calibration Setup

To begin calibration the test section is initially heated with a heat gun and brought to
a temperature slightly above the upper limit of the TLC. Then it is allowed to cool
while making continuous temperature and Hue measurements. The thermocouple is
placed at the center of the test section and it is in this region where the HUE will be
averaged.

T ( H ) = 37.77475 − 0.09706 H + .0006 H 2 + 0.000012 H 3

Eq. 3.1

Applying this temperature regression equation to the image on figure 3.11 the
following temperature distribution is interpreted, see figure 3.12.

Figure 3.12 Contour Plot Using Regression Equation
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Due to the resolution of the camera system and thermo-chromatic response of
the TLC, there are special and temperature resolution limitation. The sample image
shown in figure 3.13 has been calibrated and its temperature response has been
analyzed to determine the minimum spatial and temperature resolutions.

Å 2mm Æ

Figure 3.13 Actual TLC Images (Image system 1)

Spacial and Teperature Resolution
38.2

Temperature (C)

38
37.8
37.6
37.4
37.2
37
36.8
36.6
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

Distance (mm)

Figure 3.14 Cross-Sectional Line temperature Plot.

According to data, there is a .15 Celsius temperature resolution and a 20um
size (spatial) resolution on the RGB camera used in the first imaging system. The
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spatial resolution from the second camera system is expected to be in the order of
4um, because of its 8.1 megapixel resolution.
3.2
There

were

several

General Assumptions
assumptions

made

before

the

start

of

any

experimentation. The first assumption is that pressure had negligible affect on the
temperature response of the TLC. Secondly it was assumed that within a short
period of time (30 seconds) and under similar external condition, the path of a single
bubble compared to that of its succeeding bubble is identical. These assumptions
are explained and verified in the following sections.
3.2.1 Assumption 1: Pressure Dependency of TLC
Calibration of the TLC was conducted at two separate pressures, atmospheric
(0 Psig) and working pressure (80 Psig). Both calibration curves were produced
under identical lighting and ambient conditions.

To calibrate the TLC, the test

section was brought to 50° C and then slowly cooled while acquiring temperature
and hue readings.

The temperature was recorded using the K-type calibrated

thermocouple at 0.1°C intervals. The cooling process took approximately 2 hours,
ensuring negligible error due to transient effects. Figure 3.15 shows that below 37°C
(Hue of 125) the temperature curves are almost identical and only having a
maximum temperature difference of .02°C. For the majority of the experiments the
hue was between 50 and 150. The pressure has little influence on temperature
accuracy of the TLC.

Since there will be little variation in pressures during the

experiments and because calibration is done under the same operating conditions,
the pressure dependency of the TLC is neglected.
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Scatterplot of Temp (0 Psi) And Temp (80 Psi) vs Hue
42
Variable
Temp (0 Psi) * Hue
Temp (80 Psi) * Hue_1

41

Temperature (C)

40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
0

50

100
HUE

150

200

Figure 3.15 Calibration Curve for 30-40 C TLC Mylar.

3.2.2 Assumption 2: Identical Bubble-to-Bubble Growth Path
In order to test this assumption, the high speed CMOS camera was used to
capture the growth of individual bubble. A single bubble path is traced and the
distance from the wall to the topmost edge of the bubble is recoded. Data was
recorded and analyzed for 10 random passes during a 5 minute period. It will be
shown in the following sections that the change in position from one bubble to the
next under the same operating conditions is relatively small. This assumption is
discussed in detail in the sections below.
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3.3

Image Acquisition System

The most important aspect of this experiment is the image acquisition system.
Not only will this system have to capture the formation of very small bubbles, but will
also need to capture the full spectrum color response of the TLC simultaneously at
very high rates. In the early stage of experimentation, a high speed CMOS camera
was used to record the bubble growth. Although the high speed camera provided
very high frame rates, 1,000 Frames per second, the RGB lacked the frame rate and
resolution needed for accurate temperature correlations. Hence a second system
was designed.
3.3.1 High Speed Camera System
Accurate wall temperature and geometry relies on the synchronization
between the TLC and nucleation site camera. The first method attempted, involved
the use of a high speed CMOS synchronized with am RGB CCD camera. The
CMOS was able to capture the full path of a nucleating bubble over 1,000 frames per
second, however the RGB camera could only take images at 30 frames per second.
This meant that the two cameras needed a special synchronization system.
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Figure 3.16 RGB and CMOS Camera Setup

There were several problems with this method. The first problem was that
under some conditions the nucleation rates exceeded the RGB camera frame rate.
This method skipped nucleating bubbles in the analysis.

The second was

synchronizing the two cameras. Since the shutter speed on the high-speed camera
was much higher that of the RGB, it was difficult to develop a system to know the
exact time the pictures were taken.

In addition the CMOS camera required an

intense light source at very high frame rates. Therefore a high power halogen light
had to be utilized, which cause the test section to overheat. Difficulties encountered
in this method were useful in developing a new technique using high shutter high
resolution color flash cameras.
3.3.2 High Resolution High Shutter Speed / Low Frame Rate Camera.
Two identical cameras were synchronized using a single trigger flash and a
slave flash. When one camera is triggered and the image is taken, its flash triggers
the second flash which then paints an image on the second camera. There is a
limitation to this method since images can only be taken at very slow rates, in the
25

order of 2 fps. Therefore in order to track the formation of a single bubble there was
an underlying assumption about the behavior of nucleating bubbles.

If the

assumption is made that the formation and departure of a bubble under the same
thermodynamic condition are identical from one bubble to the next, the compilation
of different bubbles at different stages of nucleation can be used to form a single
bubble trace. The figure below shows how this method is applied.
Image 1
t=2ms

Image 2
t=10ms

Image 3
t=6ms

Image 4
t=4ms

Image 5
t=12ms

Image 6
t=8ms

0Image 7
t=14ms

Image 8
t=0ms

Image 9
t=16ms

Full Pass

Figure 3.17 Individual Bubble Stages + Compiled

In order to test this assumption the high speed CMOS camera was used to
capture the growth of individual bubbles. A single bubble path is traced and the
distance from the wall to the topmost edge of the bubble is recoded. Data was
recorded and analyzed for 10 random passes during a 5 minute period. The data on
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figure 3.17 shows that the change in position from one bubble to the next under the
same operating conditions is relatively small.
In order to track the bubble position and shape, edge recognition software
was developed utilizing color hue to determine that vertical position of the bubble
and the maximum cross-sectional area. This routine sweeps through each video
frame pixel by pixel in the X and Y direction. Sharp changes in hue indicate an
edge. The coordinates of each edge encountered is recorded and the bubble is
reconstructed from x-y boundary coordinates. The area within this boundary can be
calculated by integrating over the number of pixels inside the boundary and the
maximum y distance is recorded indicating the top-most edge of the bubble.

Max Y

Edge

Figure 3.18 Bubble Edge Detection

With the use of this edge detection routine, the bubble position was measured
as a function of time. Results can be seen in figures 3.19 and 3.20.
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Bubble Position vs Time
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Figure 3.19 Bubble Position VS Time For Multiple Passes
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Figure 3.20 Bubble Position Percent Difference (Multiple Bubble Traces)
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This indicates that under steady external conditions, such as steady Heat Flux
and Pressure, it is expected that the difference between paths of one bubble to the
next be in the order of .047%. This is a strong finding which will allow the use of a
low frame-rate camera.
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3.3.3 Heat Flux Measurements
Heat flux was calculated measuring the voltage across the heating element
and multiplying by the current supplied by the power supply. It is important that the
voltage be measured across the heating element and not at the power supply, since
there is significant loss across the cables. Figure 3.21 is a schematic of the power
supply and measuring system.
V(heating)

I(A)

Figure 3.21 Power Schematic
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3.4

Experimental Results

Over 1,000 images were taken using the high-resolution camera system,
capturing both the bubble dynamics and the TLC thermal response. These images
were synchronized by tagging the image files in sequence. Using the edge detection
software, the vertical distances to the top of the bubbles were recorded.
experimental boundary conditions are stated below.
Direct Measurements
Wall Heat Flux
P(Fluid) T(Ambient)
Watts/m^2
KPa
C
18946.57
816.7
22

T(Fluid)
C (rms)
32

Calculated
Tsat (Fluid)
C
31.8

Table 3.1 Operating Conditions

Figure 3.22 TLC Spectral Response
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Figure 3.23 Saturation Temperature VS Pressure

After the images were taken they were ordered by the Y-distance to the top of
the bubble. Sixteen different non-consecutive bubble images were taken and used
to form a single bubble trace. The corresponding temperature maps obtained from
the TLC were circumferentially averaged and plotted versus position (figures 3.243.27). The cross-sectional centerline temperature was plotter against radial position
from the nucleation origin (figure 3.28). The centermost temperature was plotted
against time (figure 3.29).
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Figure 3.24 Wall Temperature Contour Plot Bubble Position 1

Figure 3.25 Wall Temperature Contour Plot Bubble Positions 2-5
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Figure 3.26 Wall Temperature for Bubble Positions 6-11
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Figure 3.27 Wall Temperature for Bubble Positions 12-16
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Figure 3.28 Cross-sectional Line Temperature for Single Cycle

The 16 bubble position made up a complete nucleation pass. A full pass is
considered everything between the beginning of one nucleation and the next. Ten
out the 16 bubbles were attached to the wall, while the remaining 6 were detached or
departed. The start of a bubble formation marked the beginning of nucleation (Y=0
and t=0), and the bubble preceding the start of a second bubble marked the end of
cycle (Y=0 and t=1/Nucleation Rate). The bubble frequency for this experimental run
was 29.5Hz, or t=33.90ms.
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Center Point Temperature VS Vertical Position
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Figure 3.29 Center Point Wall Temperature VS Vertical Position

In this figure the temperature of the wall increases as the bubble grows larger
and the diameter increases. Once the bubble reaches its departure point, the wall at
the nucleation site immediately cools down with a subsequent drop in temperature.
Until the bubble departs from the wall, the top edge distance represents the bubble
diameter growth.

Departure is followed by a gradual increase in the surface

temperature prior to the birth of the next bubble
Through the use of the high speed camera images of a single bubble
formation was recorded. The position of the bubble was also recorded. This data
leads to a correlation between time and position, which in result correlates Wall
temperature and time, as shown in figure 3.30.
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Figure 3.30 Time VS Y-Position (Top Edge)

Using this equation a lookup table is used to plot the wall temperature versus
time (figure 3.31). Figure 3.32 shows the corresponding heat transfer coefficients at
the 16 positions. This coefficient was calculated using the following formula.
HTC= q“/(Tsurf - Tsat)
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Center Point Temperature VS Time
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Figure 3.32 Center-Point Heat Transfer Coefficients
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Bubble frequency is recorded at different heat flux.

There was strong

correlation between these two parameters. Due to the limitation of the power supply,
heat flux had a limited range, due to the low resistivity of the inconel heating element
the power supply current was the limiting factor. The effects of pressure were also
noted. There was an increase in bubble frequency and a decrease in the bubble
size.

Nucleation Rate VS Heat Flux
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Figure 3.33 Nucleation Rate Versus Heat Flux

In a similar fashion the time averaged centermost temperature of the
nucleation site was plotted against heat flux. Temperature is presented as
Superheat, which is defined as the wall temperature minus the fluid saturation
temperature.

T Superheat

= T Wall − T Saturation
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Figure 3.34 Superheat Versus Heat Flux
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5500

4.0

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This study required a great deal of design considerations.

Many of the

problems encountered in designing a suitable test section were not only unexpected,
but brought forth additional difficulties and limitations. This study not only involved
designing and building an experimental test bed and provide results, but it brought
important findings and processes. The design of imaging system itself could be
considered an important finding. The assumptions that were hypothesized, tested
and proved, made it possible to capture a bubble’s physical movement and the
thermodynamic behavior using common high resolution consumer digital cameras.
The calibration process also provided information about the pressure dependency of
Thermochromatic Liquid Crystals. In addition, bubble dynamics plays a major role in
boiling heat transfer.
In summary, the following objectives were met. First, a robust test section
was designed and built to withstand high pressure and provide a thermochromatic
heating surface. Secondly a transient FEA model of the test section was created
and was determined that even at under high bubble frequencies the surface
temperature could be capture by the TLC.

Thirdly, an imaging system was

developed using high shutter speed cameras that provided high resolution images
with 2um spatial and 0.15°C temperature resolution. Fourthly, the experiments were
run and the results were presented.
It was found that pressure and heat flux affects bubble frequencies.

An

increase of 10Psi raised the bubble frequency by 1.5 nucleations per second.
Bubble frequency was also linearly proportional to the heat flux, within 2500W/m2
and 5000W/m2. Time versus y-position results described the growth of the bubble.
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As the bubble begins to grow, its diameter increases while it is still attached to the
surface. It was found that at the time the bubble departs from the surface the local
wall temperature decreases, seen on figure 3.3.8. This indicates as soon as the
bubble departs from the surface it is replaced by cooler fluid. This transient effect or
form of micro-convection occurs at the same rate as the bubble frequency. Results
show that this phenomenon occurred in less than 2ms and experienced a
temperature drop of 2.5°C. From the time of departure and the surface it suddenly
cooled, the temperature slowly rises roughly 1°C until the birth of the next bubble.
It is recommended that experiments be performed at smaller time steps,
especially during the time when the bubble departs from the surface. Additional
improvements could be made to the experiment, such as the ability to study the CHF
by using different heating elements with higher electrical resistivity. Experiments
under different conditions such as higher pressure and temperatures are also
recommended.
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5.0

APPENDIX

VB6 SOURCE CODE
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“Image Processing Source code”
Option Explicit
Dim click1 As Byte
Dim picnum1 As Integer
Dim numstring As String
Dim gsfilename1 As String
Dim xval1 As Single
Dim yval1 As Integer
'This is the counter for the excel worksheet
Dim Sheetnum As Integer
Dim dex1 As Byte
Dim recsize(9) As Byte
Const conChunkSize = 8192
'2048 increment multiples depending
the image sizes
Dim ExcelApp As Excel.Application
Dim ExcelWorkbook As Excel.Workbook
Dim ExcelSheet As Excel.Worksheet
Dim ExcelSheet2 As Excel.Worksheet
Dim ExcelSheet3 As Excel.Worksheet
Dim newdata As Byte
'matrix containing the summation of all the matrix temps
Dim ArrayAll As Double
Dim hdata1(20, 20) As Double, hdata2(20, 20) As Double, hdata3(20, 20)
Dim hdata4(20, 20) As Double, hdata5(20, 20) As Double, hdata6(20, 20)
Dim hdata7(20, 20) As Double, hdata8(20, 20) As Double, hdata9(20, 20)
Dim hdata10(20, 20) As Double, hdata11(20, 20) As Double, hdata12(20,
20)
Dim r1 As Single
Dim g1 As Single
Dim b1 As Single
Dim ftf As Byte
Dim xval As Single, yval As Single
Dim hueval1 As Double
Const calsetDB = "\calsetsVB.DB"
Const PolysetDB = "\PolysetVB.DB"
Dim justset As Byte
Private Sub Command10_Click()
recnum = 6
Get #2, Filenum, polys
Get #1, Filenum, cals
cals.calrec(1) = recnum
Put #1, Filenum, cals
Text9.Text = recnum
End Sub
Private Sub Command11_Click()
recnum = 7
Get #2, Filenum, polys
Get #1, Filenum, cals
cals.calrec(1) = recnum
Put #1, Filenum, cals
Text9.Text = recnum
End Sub
Private Sub Command12_Click()
recnum = 8
Get #2, Filenum, polys
Get #1, Filenum, cals
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cals.calrec(1) = recnum
Put #1, Filenum, cals
Text9.Text = recnum
End Sub
Private Sub Command13_Click()
recnum = 9
Get #2, Filenum, polys
Get #1, Filenum, cals
cals.calrec(1) = recnum
Put #1, Filenum, cals
Text9.Text = recnum
End Sub
Private Sub Command15_Click()
Get #2, Filenum, polys
polys.poly1(1, 5) = CSng(Text11.Text)
polys.poly1(2, 5) = CSng(Text12.Text)
polys.poly1(3, 5) = CSng(Text13.Text)
polys.poly1(4, 5) = CSng(Text14.Text)
polys.poly1(5, 5) = CSng(Text23.Text)
polys.poly1(6, 5) = CSng(Text25.Text)
Put #2, Filenum, polys
End Sub
Private Sub Command17_Click()
ExcelSheet.Activate()
ActiveSheet.Range("A1").Select()
ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "1"
Dim X As Integer, totalColumns As Integer, totalRows As Integer, y
As Integer
totalColumns = ActiveSheet.UsedRange.Columns.Count
totalRows = ActiveSheet.UsedRange.Rows.Count
For X = 1 To totalColumns
Cells(1, X) = X
Next X
Range("A1:BS31").Select()
Range("BS31").Activate()
Charts.Add()
ActiveChart.ChartType = xlXYScatter
ActiveChart.SetSourceData(Source:=Sheets("Sheet1").Range("A1:BS31"), PlotBy
_
:=xlRows)
ActiveChart.Location(Where:=xlLocationAsObject, Name:="Sheet1")
With ActiveChart
.HasTitle = False
.Axes(xlCategory, xlPrimary).HasTitle = False
.Axes(xlValue, xlPrimary).HasTitle = False
End With
ActiveChart.Legend.Select()
Selection.Delete()
ActiveChart.PlotArea.Select()
Selection.ClearFormats()
ActiveChart.Axes(xlValue).Select()
With ActiveChart.Axes(xlValue)
.MinimumScale = 43
.MaximumScale = 54
.MinorUnit = 1
.MajorUnit = 2
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.Crosses = xlCustom
.CrossesAt = 43
.ReversePlotOrder = False
.ScaleType = xlLinear
.DisplayUnit = xlNone
End With
Dim gsfilename2 As String
ActiveChart.ChartArea.Select()
ActiveSheet.Shapes("Chart 1").IncrementLeft(-3122.4)
ActiveSheet.Shapes("Chart 1").IncrementTop(16.2)
gsfilename2 = Replace(gsFileName, "000.bmp", ".xls")
ExcelWorkbook.Activate()
ActiveWorkbook.SaveAs(FileName:=gsfilename2)
ActiveWorkbook.Close()
End Sub
Private Sub Command2_Click()
picnum1 = picnum1 + 1
If picnum1 < 10 Then
numstring = "00" & CStr(picnum1)
End If
If picnum1 > 9 And picnum1 < 100 Then
numstring = "0" & CStr(picnum1)
End If
If picnum1 > 99 Then
numstring = CStr(picnum1)
End If
gsfilename1 = Replace(gsFileName, "000", numstring)
Debug.Print(gsfilename1)
Picture1.Picture = LoadPicture(gsfilename1)
End Sub
Private Sub Command4_Click()
Dim sheetname As String
Dim picindex As Integer
Dim picnum As Integer
Dim picstep As Integer
picnum = Text16.Text
picstep = Text17.Text
ExcelSheet = ExcelWorkbook.Worksheets(1)
ExcelSheet2 = ExcelWorkbook.Worksheets(2)
ExcelSheet3 = ExcelWorkbook.Worksheets(3)
ExcelApp.Visible = True
frmProcess.SetFocus()
For picindex = 1 To picnum Step picstep
picnum1 = picnum1 + 1
If picnum1 < 10 Then
numstring = "0" & CStr(picnum1)
End If
If picnum1 > 9 And picnum1 < 100 Then
numstring = CStr(picnum1)
End If
If picnum1 > 99 Then
numstring = CStr(picnum1)
End If
gsfilename1 = Replace(gsFileName, "00", numstring)
Debug.Print(gsfilename1)
Picture1.Picture = LoadPicture(gsfilename1)
Sheetnum = Sheetnum + 1
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'sheetname = "sheet" & CStr(Sheetnum) ' this or the bottom, for
multiple cheets, apply this and delete bottom
sheetname = "sheet1"
Dim iplot As Integer
Dim jplot
Dim inputval As Double
Dim res1 As Integer
Dim xplotsize As Integer
Dim yplotsize As Integer
res1 = CInt(Text15.Text)
xplotsize = CInt(frmProcess.Shape1.Height / CSng(Text15.Text))
yplotsize = CInt(frmProcess.Shape1.Width / CSng(Text15.Text))
Dim array1(0 To 500, 0 To 500) As Object
'Dim array2(500, 500) As Variant
Get #2, Filenum, polys
Get #1, Filenum, cals
Dim R As Double, G As Double, b As Double, rval As Double, gval
As Double, bval As Double
Dim lum As Double
Dim sat As Double
Dim hue4 As Double
Dim ycal As Double
Dim TempChk As Double
For iplot = 0 To xplotsize
For jplot = 0 To yplotsize
R = frmProcess.Picture1.Point(frmProcess.Shape1.Left +
jplot * res1, frmProcess.Shape1.Top + iplot * res1) And &HFF ' only right 2
bytes
G = (frmProcess.Picture1.Point(frmProcess.Shape1.Left +
jplot * res1, frmProcess.Shape1.Top + iplot * res1) \ &H100&) And &HFF '
only middle 2 bytes
b = frmProcess.Picture1.Point(frmProcess.Shape1.Left +
jplot * res1, frmProcess.Shape1.Top + iplot * res1) \ &H10000 ' only "left"
2 bytes
rval = R
gval = G
bval = b
Call RgbToHls(rval, gval, bval, hue4, lum, sat)
hueval1 = hue4
'This is the matrix containing all MxN temps
TempChk = polys.poly1(1, 5) + hue4 * polys.poly1(2, 5)
+ (hue4 ^ 2) * polys.poly1(3, 5) + (hue4 ^ 3) * polys.poly1(4, 5) + (hue4 ^
4) * polys.poly1(5, 5) + (hue4 ^ 5) * polys.poly1(6, 5)
If TempChk > 39 Then
TempChk = TempChk - CInt(TempChk - 39)
End If
If TempChk < 35 Then
TempChk = TempChk + CInt(35 - TempChk)
End If
array1(iplot, jplot) = TempChk
Next jplot
Next iplot
'Start Plotting valbyval on a single line
For jplot = 0 To yplotsize
ExcelSheet.Cells(Sheetnum + 1, jplot + 1).Value =
array1(CInt(xplotsize / 2), jplot)
'ExcelSheet.Cells(Sheetnum + 1, jplot + 1).Value = 50
Next jplot
For iplot = 0 To xplotsize
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ExcelSheet2.Cells(Sheetnum + 1, iplot + 1).Value =
array1(iplot, CInt(yplotsize / 2))
'ExcelSheet.Cells(Sheetnum + 1, jplot + 1).Value = 50
Next iplot
ArrayAll = 0
For jplot = 1 To yplotsize
For iplot = 1 To xplotsize
ArrayAll = array1(iplot, jplot) + ArrayAll
Next iplot
Next jplot
ArrayAll = (ArrayAll) / (xplotsize * yplotsize) 'This is the
average temp of this array
ExcelSheet3.Cells(Sheetnum + 1, 1).Value = ArrayAll
Next picindex
End Sub
Private Sub Command5_Click()
recnum = 1
Get #2, Filenum, polys
Get #1, Filenum, cals
cals.calrec(1) = recnum
Put #1, Filenum, cals
Text9.Text = recnum
End Sub
Private Sub Command6_Click()
recnum = 2
Get #2, Filenum, polys
Get #1, Filenum, cals
cals.calrec(1) = recnum
Put #1, Filenum, cals
Text9.Text = recnum
End Sub
Private Sub Command7_Click()
recnum = 3
Get #2, Filenum, polys
Get #1, Filenum, cals
cals.calrec(1) = recnum
Put #1, Filenum, cals
Text9.Text = recnum
End Sub
Private Sub Command8_Click()
recnum = 4
Get #2, Filenum, polys
Get #1, Filenum, cals
cals.calrec(1) = recnum
Put #1, Filenum, cals
Text9.Text = recnum
End Sub
Private Sub Command9_Click()
recnum = 5
Get #2, Filenum, polys
Get #1, Filenum, cals
cals.calrec(1) = recnum
Put #1, Filenum, cals
Text9.Text = recnum
End Sub
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Private Sub cmdAddImage_Click()
Dim rsImage As Recordset
Dim lOffset As Long
Dim lSize As Long
Dim sPath As String
Dim nHandle As Integer
Dim lSubChunks As Long
Dim Chunk() As Byte
Dim nFragmentOffset As Integer
Dim i As Integer
Dim lChunks As Long
Dim lKey As Long
Dim sSQL As String
On Error GoTo cmdAddImage_Click_Error
frmFileDialog.Show(vbModal)
If gsFileName <> "" Then
Picture1.Picture = LoadPicture(gsFileName)
rsImage = objDB.OpenRecordset("Images", dbOpenDynaset)
nHandle = FreeFile
Open gsFileName For Binary Access Read As nHandle
lSize = LOF(nHandle)
If nHandle = 0 Then
Close(nHandle)
End If
lChunks = lSize \ conChunkSize
nFragmentOffset = lSize Mod conChunkSize
rsImage.AddNew()
rsImage("Description") = gsFileName
rsImage("MyKey") = lKey
ReDim Chunk(nFragmentOffset)
Get nHandle, , Chunk()
rsImage("A_Image").AppendChunk(Chunk())
ReDim Chunk(conChunkSize)
lOffset = nFragmentOffset
For i = 1 To lChunks
Get nHandle, , Chunk()
rsImage("A_Image").AppendChunk(Chunk())
lOffset = lOffset + conChunkSize
txtByteCount = lOffset
DoEvents()
Next
rsImage.Update()
'End If
End If
Exit_cmdAddImage_Click:
Exit Sub
cmdAddImage_Click_Error:
#If gnDebug Then
Stop
Resume
#End If
HandleError("cmdAddImage_Click", Err.Description, Err.Number,
gErrFormName)
Resume Exit_cmdAddImage_Click
End Sub
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Private Sub cmdLoadImage_Click()
Dim sSQL As String
Dim lKey As Long
Dim rsImage As Recordset
Dim lSize As Long
Dim varChunk() As Byte
Dim lOffset As Long
Dim sPath As String
Dim nHandle As Integer
Dim iChunks As Integer
Dim nFragmentOffset As Integer
Dim i As Integer
Dim sFile As String
On Error GoTo cmdLoadImage_Click_Error
lKey = InputBox("Please input a Key")
If lKey > 0 Then
sSQL = "select * from images"
sSQL = sSQL & " where myKey=" & lKey
rsImage = objDB.OpenRecordset(sSQL, dbOpenDynaset)
Screen.MousePointer = vbHourglass
nHandle = FreeFile
sPath = App.Path
sFile = sPath & "\output.bin"
Open sFile For Binary Access Write As nHandle
lSize = rsImage("a_image").FieldSize
iChunks = lSize \ conChunkSize
nFragmentOffset = lSize Mod conChunkSize
ReDim Buffer(nFragmentOffset) As Byte
varChunk() = rsImage("a_image").GetChunk(lOffset,
nFragmentOffset)
Put(nHandle, , varChunk())
lOffset = nFragmentOffset
For i = 1 To iChunks
ReDim varChunk(conChunkSize) As Byte
varChunk() = rsImage("a_image").GetChunk(lOffset,
conChunkSize)
Put(nHandle, , varChunk())
lOffset = lOffset + conChunkSize
txtByteCount = lOffset
DoEvents()
Next
Close(nHandle)
Picture1.Picture = LoadPicture(sFile, , vbLPColor)
End If
Exit_cmdLoadImage_Click:
Screen.MousePointer = vbDefault
Exit Sub
cmdLoadImage_Click_Error:
#If gnDebug Then
Stop
Resume
#End If
HandleError("cmdLoadImage_Click", Err.Description, Err.Number,
gErrFormName)
Resume Exit_cmdLoadImage_Click
End Sub
Private Sub Command3_Click()
frmProcess.Hide()
Form1.Show()
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frmMain.Hide()
End Sub
Private Sub DataGrid1_Click()
End Sub
Private Sub Form_Load()
Get #1, Filenum, cals
Get #2, Filenum, polys
Text15.Text = cals.calres
Text11.Text = polys.poly1(1, 5)
Text12.Text = polys.poly1(2, 5)
Text13.Text = polys.poly1(3, 5)
Text14.Text = polys.poly1(4, 5)
Text23.Text = polys.poly1(5, 5)
Text25.Text = polys.poly1(6, 5)
Text4.Text = cals.calwidth(1)
Text8.Text = cals.calheight(1)
recnum = cals.calrec(1)
Text9.Text = recnum
click1 = 0
Shape1.Top = cals.calboxtop(1)
Shape1.Left = cals.calboxleft(1)
Shape1.Height = cals.calboxheight(1)
Shape1.Width = cals.calboxwidth(1)
'Set Picture1.Picture = LoadPicture(cals.calspfile)
ExcelApp = CreateObject("Excel.application")
ExcelWorkbook = ExcelApp.Workbooks.Add
End Sub
Private Sub Form_QueryUnload(ByVal Cancel As Integer, ByVal UnloadMode
As Integer)
If Not objDB Is Nothing Then
objDB.Close()
End If
objDB = Nothing
End Sub
Private Sub Picture1_Click()
Dim ii As Integer
Dim jj As Integer
Dim Huewidth As Double
Dim HueaLL As Double
Dim Hueaver As Double
Dim Hue5 As Double
Dim s5 As Double
Dim l5 As Double
Get #1, Filenum, cals
xval = Text1.Text
yval = Text2.Text
click1 = click1 + 1
'hueaver = CDbl(Hue1.Text)
'Text6.Text = Round(hueaver, 5)
'Text3.Text = click1
If click1 = 1 Then
Shape1.Top = yval
Shape1.Left = xval
xval1 = xval
yval1 = yval
ElseIf yval - yval1 > 0 And xval - xval1 > 0 Then
Shape1.Height = yval - yval1
Shape1.Width = xval - xval1
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click1 = 0
Else
click1 = 0
End If
cals.calboxtop(1) = Shape1.Top
cals.calboxleft(1) = Shape1.Left
cals.calboxheight(1) = Shape1.Height
cals.calboxwidth(1) = Shape1.Width
Put #1, Filenum, cals
End Sub
Private Sub Picture1_MouseMove(ByVal Button As Integer, ByVal Shift As
Integer, ByVal X As Single, ByVal y As Single)
Text1.Text = X
Text2.Text = y
Line1.X1 = X
Line1.X2 = X
Line2.Y1 = y
Line2.Y2 = y
Text5.BackColor = Picture1.Point(X, y)
Dim R As Integer, G As Integer, b As Integer, rval As Integer, gval
As Integer, bval As Integer
If click1 = 1 And y - yval1 > 0 And X - xval1 > 0 Then
Shape1.Height = y - yval1
Shape1.Width = X - xval1
End If
R = Picture1.Point(X, y) And &HFF ' only right 2 bytes
G = (Picture1.Point(X, y) \ &H100&) And &HFF ' only middle 2 bytes
b = Picture1.Point(X, y) \ &H10000 ' only "left" 2 bytes
rval = R
gval = G
bval = b
Dim lum As Double
Dim sat As Double
Dim hue4 As Double
Dim ycal As Double
Call RgbToHls(rval, gval, bval, hue4, lum, sat)
Hue1.Text = Round(hue4, 2)
hueval1 = hue4
If recnum > 0 Then
ycal = polys.poly1(1, recnum) + hue4 * polys.poly1(2, recnum) +
(hue4 ^ 2) * polys.poly1(3, recnum) + (hue4 ^ 3) * polys.poly1(4, recnum)
Text6.Text = Round(ycal, 5)
Shape3.Height = ycal * (3735 / 400)
Shape3.Top = 7335 - ycal * (3735 / 400)
Text3.Text = Round(ycal, 1) & " C"
Text3.Top = 6960 - ycal * (3735 / 400)
End If
End Sub
Private Sub Text15_Change()
Get #1, Filenum, cals
cals.calres = Text15.Text
Put #1, Filenum, cals
End Sub
Private Sub Text4_Change()
Get #1, Filenum, cals
cals.calwidth(1) = CDbl(Text4.Text)
cals.calheight(1) = CDbl(Text4.Text)
Put #1, Filenum, cals
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End Sub
Public Sub RgbToHls(ByVal R As Double, ByVal G As Double, _
ByVal b As Double, ByRef H As Double, ByRef L As _
Double, ByRef S As Double)
Dim max As Double
Dim min As Double
Dim diff As Double
Dim r_dist As Double
Dim g_dist As Double
Dim b_dist As Double
' Get the maximum and minimum RGB components.
max = R
If max < G Then max = G
If max < b Then max = b
min = R
If min > G Then min = G
If min > b Then min = b
diff = max - min
L = (max + min) / 2
If Abs(diff) < 0.0000000001 Then
S = 0
H = 0
' H is really undefined.
Else
If L <= 0.5 Then
S = diff / (max + min)
Else
S = diff / (2 - max - min + 0.000000000001)
End If
r_dist = (max - R) / diff
g_dist = (max - G) / diff
b_dist = (max - b) / diff
If R = max Then
H = b_dist - g_dist
ElseIf G = max Then
H = 2 + r_dist - b_dist
Else
H = 4 + g_dist - r_dist
End If
H = H * 60
If H < 0 Then H = H + 360
End If
End Sub
Private Sub Text8_Change()
cals.calheight(1) = CDbl(Text8.Text)
Put #1, Filenum, cals
End Sub
Public Sub RgbToHls(ByVal R As Double, ByVal G As Double, _
ByVal b As Double, ByRef H As Double, ByRef L As _
Double, ByRef S As Double)
Dim max As Double
Dim min As Double
Dim diff As Double
Dim r_dist As Double
Dim g_dist As Double
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Dim b_dist As Double
' Get the maximum and minimum RGB components.
max = R
If max < G Then max = G
If max < b Then max = b
min = R
If min > G Then min = G
If min > b Then min = b
diff = max - min
L = (max + min) / 2
If Abs(diff) < 0.0000000001 Then
S = 0
H = 0
' H is really undefined.
Else
If L <= 0.5 Then
S = diff / (max + min)
Else
S = diff / (2 - max - min + 0.000000000001)
End If
r_dist = (max - R) / diff
g_dist = (max - G) / diff
b_dist = (max - b) / diff
If R = max Then
H = b_dist - g_dist
ElseIf G = max Then
H = 2 + r_dist - b_dist
Else
H = 4 + g_dist - r_dist
End If
H = H * 60
If H < 0 Then H = H + 360
End If
End Sub
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“Hue Calibration Source Code”
Dim dex1 As Byte
Dim recsize(9) As Byte
Public Xpos As Integer, Ypos As Integer
Const conChunkSize = 8192
'2048 increment multiples depending
the image sizes
'Dim excelapp As Excel.Application
'Dim excelworkbook As Excel.Workbook
'Dim excelsheet As Excel.Worksheet
'Dim newdata As Byte
Dim hdata1(20, 20) As Double, hdata2(20, 20) As Double, hdata3(20, 20)
Dim r1 As Single
Dim g1 As Single
Dim b1 As Single
Dim ftf As Byte
Dim xval As Single, yval As Single
Dim hueval1 As Double
Public Samplerad As Integer
'Const calsetDB = "\calsetsVB.DB"
'Const PolysetDB = "\PolysetVB.DB"
Dim justset As Byte
Private Sub Command10_Click()
Dim index3 As Byte
Command23.Enabled = True
Command25.Enabled = True
For index3 = 1 To 14
calhue(index3).Text = ""
caltemp(index3).Text = ""
Next index3
recnum = 6
Get #2, Filenum, polys
Text8.Text = Round(polys.poly1(1, recnum), 5)
Text9.Text = Round(polys.poly1(2, recnum), 5)
Text10.Text = Round(polys.poly1(3, recnum), 5)
Text11.Text = Round(polys.poly1(4, recnum), 5)
Get #1, Filenum, cals
For dex1 = 1 To cals.calsetsize(recnum)
calhue(dex1).Text = cals.calset1(dex1, 1, recnum)
caltemp(dex1).Text = cals.calset1(dex1, 2, recnum)
Next dex1
End Sub
Private Sub Command11_Click()
Dim index3 As Byte
Command23.Enabled = True
Command25.Enabled = True
For index3 = 1 To 14
calhue(index3).Text = ""
caltemp(index3).Text = ""
Next index3
recnum = 7
Get #2, Filenum, polys
Text8.Text = Round(polys.poly1(1, recnum), 5)
Text9.Text = Round(polys.poly1(2, recnum), 5)
Text10.Text = Round(polys.poly1(3, recnum), 5)
Text11.Text = Round(polys.poly1(4, recnum), 5)
Get #1, Filenum, cals
For dex1 = 1 To cals.calsetsize(recnum)
calhue(dex1).Text = cals.calset1(dex1, 1, recnum)
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caltemp(dex1).Text = cals.calset1(dex1, 2, recnum)
Next dex1
End Sub
Private Sub Command12_Click()
Dim index3 As Byte
Command23.Enabled = True
Command25.Enabled = True
For index3 = 1 To 14
calhue(index3).Text = ""
caltemp(index3).Text = ""
Next index3
recnum = 8
Get #2, Filenum, polys
Text8.Text = Round(polys.poly1(1, recnum), 5)
Text9.Text = Round(polys.poly1(2, recnum), 5)
Text10.Text = Round(polys.poly1(3, recnum), 5)
Text11.Text = Round(polys.poly1(4, recnum), 5)
Get #1, Filenum, cals
For dex1 = 1 To cals.calsetsize(recnum)
calhue(dex1).Text = cals.calset1(dex1, 1, recnum)
caltemp(dex1).Text = cals.calset1(dex1, 2, recnum)
'hdata(dex1, 1) = CDbl(calhue(dex1).Text)
'hdata(dex1, 2) = CDbl(caltemp(dex1).Text)
Next dex1
End Sub
Private Sub Command13_Click()
Dim index3 As Byte
Command23.Enabled = True
Command25.Enabled = True
For index3 = 1 To 14
calhue(index3).Text = ""
caltemp(index3).Text = ""
Next index3
recnum = 9
Get #2, Filenum, polys
Text8.Text = Round(polys.poly1(1, recnum), 5)
Text9.Text = Round(polys.poly1(2, recnum), 5)
Text10.Text = Round(polys.poly1(3, recnum), 5)
Text11.Text = Round(polys.poly1(4, recnum), 5)
Get #1, Filenum, cals
For dex1 = 1 To cals.calsetsize(recnum)
calhue(dex1).Text = cals.calset1(dex1, 1, recnum)
caltemp(dex1).Text = cals.calset1(dex1, 2, recnum)
Next dex1
End Sub
Private Sub Command14_Click()
Command23.Enabled = True
Command25.Enabled = True
recnum = 1
recsize(recnum) = counter1
cals.calsetsize(recnum) = counter1
For dex1 = 1 To counter1
If ((caltemp(dex1).Text)) = "" Then
MsgBox("Blank Temperature Value Detected/ Enter Proper
Temperature")
founderr:
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MsgBox("Improper data type, Numerical values only")
Exit Sub
End If
On Error GoTo founderr
cals.calset1(dex1, 1, recnum) = CDbl(calhue(dex1).Text)
cals.calset1(dex1, 2, recnum) = CDbl(caltemp(dex1).Text)
hdata(dex1, 1) = CDbl(calhue(dex1).Text)
hdata(dex1, 2) = CDbl(caltemp(dex1).Text)
Next dex1
Put #1, Filenum, cals
Get #1, Filenum, cals
counter1 = 0
justset = 1
End Sub
Private Sub Command15_Click()
Command23.Enabled = True
Command25.Enabled = True
recnum = 2
recsize(recnum) = counter1
cals.calsetsize(recnum) = counter1
For dex1 = 1 To counter1
If (Trim(caltemp(dex1).Text)) = "" Then
MsgBox("Blank Temperature Value Detected/ Enter Proper
Temperature")
founderr:
MsgBox("Improper data type, Numerical values only")
Exit Sub
End If
On Error GoTo founderr
cals.calset1(dex1, 1, recnum) = CDbl(calhue(dex1).Text)
cals.calset1(dex1, 2, recnum) = CDbl(caltemp(dex1).Text)
hdata(dex1, 1) = CDbl(calhue(dex1).Text)
hdata(dex1, 2) = CDbl(caltemp(dex1).Text)
Next dex1
Put #1, Filenum, cals
Get #1, Filenum, cals
counter1 = 0
justset = 1
End Sub
Private Sub Command16_Click()
Command23.Enabled = True
Command25.Enabled = True
recnum = 3
recsize(recnum) = counter1
cals.calsetsize(recnum) = counter1
For dex1 = 1 To counter1
If (Trim(caltemp(dex1).Text)) = "" Then
MsgBox("Blank Temperature Value Detected/ Enter Proper
Temperature")
founderr:
MsgBox("Improper data type, Numerical values only")
Exit Sub
End If
On Error GoTo founderr
cals.calset1(dex1, 1, recnum) = CDbl(calhue(dex1).Text)
cals.calset1(dex1, 2, recnum) = CDbl(caltemp(dex1).Text)
hdata(dex1, 1) = CDbl(calhue(dex1).Text)
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hdata(dex1, 2) = CDbl(caltemp(dex1).Text)
Next dex1
Put #1, Filenum, cals
Get #1, Filenum, cals
counter1 = 0
justset = 1
End Sub
Private Sub Command17_Click()
Command23.Enabled = True
Command25.Enabled = True
recnum = 4
recsize(recnum) = counter1
cals.calsetsize(recnum) = counter1
For dex1 = 1 To counter1
If (Trim(caltemp(dex1).Text)) = "" Then
MsgBox("Blank Temperature Value Detected/ Enter Proper
Temperature")
founderr:
MsgBox("Improper data type, Numerical values only")
Exit Sub
End If
On Error GoTo founderr
cals.calset1(dex1, 1, recnum) = CDbl(calhue(dex1).Text)
cals.calset1(dex1, 2, recnum) = CDbl(caltemp(dex1).Text)
hdata(dex1, 1) = CDbl(calhue(dex1).Text)
hdata(dex1, 2) = CDbl(caltemp(dex1).Text)
Next dex1
Put #1, Filenum, cals
Get #1, Filenum, cals
counter1 = 0
justset = 1
End Sub
Private Sub Command18_Click()
Command23.Enabled = True
Command25.Enabled = True
recnum = 5
recsize(recnum) = counter1
cals.calsetsize(recnum) = counter1
For dex1 = 1 To counter1
If (Trim(caltemp(dex1).Text)) = "" Then
MsgBox("Blank Temperature Value Detected/ Enter Proper
Temperature")
founderr:
MsgBox("Improper data type, Numerical values only")
Exit Sub
End If
On Error GoTo founderr
cals.calset1(dex1, 1, recnum) = CDbl(calhue(dex1).Text)
cals.calset1(dex1, 2, recnum) = CDbl(caltemp(dex1).Text)
hdata(dex1, 1) = CDbl(calhue(dex1).Text)
hdata(dex1, 2) = CDbl(caltemp(dex1).Text)
Next dex1
Put #1, Filenum, cals
Get #1, Filenum, cals
counter1 = 0
justset = 1
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End Sub
Private Sub Command19_Click()
Command23.Enabled = True
Command25.Enabled = True
recnum = 6

recsize(recnum) = counter1
cals.calsetsize(recnum) = counter1
For dex1 = 1 To counter1
If (Trim(caltemp(dex1).Text)) = "" Then
MsgBox("Blank Temperature Value Detected/ Enter Proper
Temperature")
founderr:
MsgBox("Improper data type, Numerical values only")
Exit Sub
End If
On Error GoTo founderr
cals.calset1(dex1, 1, recnum) = CDbl(calhue(dex1).Text)
cals.calset1(dex1, 2, recnum) = CDbl(caltemp(dex1).Text)
hdata(dex1, 1) = CDbl(calhue(dex1).Text)
hdata(dex1, 2) = CDbl(caltemp(dex1).Text)
Next dex1
Put #1, Filenum, cals
Get #1, Filenum, cals
counter1 = 0
justset = 1
End Sub
Private Sub Command20_Click()
Command23.Enabled = True
Command25.Enabled = True
recnum = 7
recsize(recnum) = counter1
cals.calsetsize(recnum) = counter1
For dex1 = 1 To counter1
If (Trim(caltemp(dex1).Text)) = "" Then
MsgBox("Blank Temperature Value Detected/ Enter Proper
Temperature")
founderr:
MsgBox("Improper data type, Numerical values only")
Exit Sub
End If
On Error GoTo founderr
cals.calset1(dex1, 1, recnum) = CDbl(calhue(dex1).Text)
cals.calset1(dex1, 2, recnum) = CDbl(caltemp(dex1).Text)
hdata(dex1, 1) = CDbl(calhue(dex1).Text)
hdata(dex1, 2) = CDbl(caltemp(dex1).Text)
Next dex1
Put #1, Filenum, cals
Get #1, Filenum, cals
counter1 = 0
justset = 1
End Sub
Private Sub Command21_Click()
Command23.Enabled = True
Command25.Enabled = True
recnum = 8
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recsize(recnum) = counter1
cals.calsetsize(recnum) = counter1
For dex1 = 1 To counter1
If (Trim(caltemp(dex1).Text)) = "" Then
MsgBox("Blank Temperature Value Detected/ Enter Proper
Temperature")
founderr:
MsgBox("Improper data type, Numerical values only")
Exit Sub
End If
On Error GoTo founderr
cals.calset1(dex1, 1, recnum) = CDbl(calhue(dex1).Text)
cals.calset1(dex1, 2, recnum) = CDbl(caltemp(dex1).Text)
hdata(dex1, 1) = CDbl(calhue(dex1).Text)
hdata(dex1, 2) = CDbl(caltemp(dex1).Text)
Next dex1
Put #1, Filenum, cals
Get #1, Filenum, cals
counter1 = 0
justset = 1
End Sub
Private Sub Command22_Click()
Command23.Enabled = True
Command25.Enabled = True
recnum = 9
recsize(recnum) = counter1
cals.calsetsize(recnum) = counter1
For dex1 = 1 To counter1
If (Trim(caltemp(dex1).Text)) = "" Then
MsgBox("Blank Temperature Value Detected/ Enter Proper
Temperature")
founderr:
MsgBox("Improper data type, Numerical values only")
Exit Sub
End If
On Error GoTo founderr
cals.calset1(dex1, 1, recnum) = CDbl(calhue(dex1).Text)
cals.calset1(dex1, 2, recnum) = CDbl(caltemp(dex1).Text)
hdata(dex1, 1) = CDbl(calhue(dex1).Text)
hdata(dex1, 2) = CDbl(caltemp(dex1).Text)
Next dex1
Put #1, Filenum, cals
Get #1, Filenum, cals
counter1 = 0
justset = 1
End Sub
Private Sub Command24_Click()
Command23.Enabled = False
counter1 = 0
Dim index3 As Byte
For index3 = 1 To 14
calhue(index3).Text = ""
caltemp(index3).Text = ""
Next index3
End Sub
Private Sub Command25_Click()
Dim z As Double
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Dim j As Integer
Dim y As Double
Dim i5 As Integer
Dim i6 As Integer
Form2.Show()
Get #2, Filenum, polys
For i6 = 1 To CByte(cals.calsetsize(recnum))
Form2.Picture1.Circle (CInt(cals.calset1(i6, 1, recnum)), 200 CInt(cals.calset1(i6, 2, recnum))), 3
Next i6
y = polys.poly1(1, recnum)
For i5 = 10 To 380
y = polys.poly1(1, recnum) + i5 * polys.poly1(2, recnum) + (i5
^ 2) * polys.poly1(3, recnum) + (i5 ^ 3) * polys.poly1(4, recnum)
If y < 190 And y > 10 Then
Form2.Picture1.Circle (i5, 200 - y), 0.1, vbRed
End If
Next i5
End Sub
Private Sub Command5_Click()
Command23.Enabled = True
Command25.Enabled = True
counter1 = 0
recnum = 1
Get #2, Filenum, polys
Text8.Text = Round(polys.poly1(1, recnum), 5)
Text9.Text = Round(polys.poly1(2, recnum), 5)
Text10.Text = Round(polys.poly1(3, recnum), 5)
Text11.Text = Round(polys.poly1(4, recnum), 5)
Dim index3 As Byte
For index3 = 1 To 14
calhue(index3).Text = ""
caltemp(index3).Text = ""
Next index3
Get #1, Filenum, cals
For dex1 = 1 To cals.calsetsize(recnum)
calhue(dex1).Text = cals.calset1(dex1, 1, recnum)
caltemp(dex1).Text = cals.calset1(dex1, 2, recnum)
'hdata(dex1, 1) = CDbl(calhue(dex1).Text)
'hdata(dex1, 2) = CDbl(caltemp(dex1).Text)
Next dex1
End Sub
Private Sub Command6_Click()
Command23.Enabled = True
Command25.Enabled = True
counter1 = 0
Dim index3 As Byte
For index3 = 1 To 14
calhue(index3).Text = ""
caltemp(index3).Text = ""
Next index3
recnum = 2

Get #2, Filenum, polys
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Text8.Text = Round(polys.poly1(1, recnum), 5)
Text9.Text = Round(polys.poly1(2, recnum), 5)
Text10.Text = Round(polys.poly1(3, recnum), 5)
Text11.Text = Round(polys.poly1(4, recnum), 5)
Get #1, Filenum, cals
For dex1 = 1 To cals.calsetsize(recnum)
calhue(dex1).Text = cals.calset1(dex1, 1, recnum)
caltemp(dex1).Text = cals.calset1(dex1, 2, recnum)
'hdata(dex1, 1) = CDbl(calhue(dex1).Text)
'hdata(dex1, 2) = CDbl(caltemp(dex1).Text)
Next dex1
Get #1, 1, cals
For dex1 = 1 To cals.calsetsize(recnum)
calhue(dex1).Text = cals.calset1(dex1, 1, recnum)
caltemp(dex1).Text = cals.calset1(dex1, 2, recnum)
Next dex1
End Sub
Private Sub Command7_Click()
Dim index3 As Byte
Command23.Enabled = True
Command25.Enabled = True
For index3 = 1 To 14
calhue(index3).Text = ""
caltemp(index3).Text = ""
Next index3
recnum = 3
Get #2, Filenum, polys
Text8.Text = Round(polys.poly1(1, recnum), 5)
Text9.Text = Round(polys.poly1(2, recnum), 5)
Text10.Text = Round(polys.poly1(3, recnum), 5)
Text11.Text = Round(polys.poly1(4, recnum), 5)
Get #1, Filenum, cals
For dex1 = 1 To cals.calsetsize(recnum)
calhue(dex1).Text = cals.calset1(dex1, 1, recnum)
caltemp(dex1).Text = cals.calset1(dex1, 2, recnum)
Next dex1
End Sub
Private Sub Command8_Click()
Dim index3 As Byte
Command23.Enabled = True
Command25.Enabled = True
For index3 = 1 To 14
calhue(index3).Text = ""
caltemp(index3).Text = ""
Next index3
recnum = 4
Get #2, Filenum, polys
Text8.Text = Round(polys.poly1(1, recnum), 5)
Text9.Text = Round(polys.poly1(2, recnum), 5)
Text10.Text = Round(polys.poly1(3, recnum), 5)
Text11.Text = Round(polys.poly1(4, recnum), 5)
Get #1, Filenum, cals
For dex1 = 1 To cals.calsetsize(recnum)
calhue(dex1).Text = cals.calset1(dex1, 1, recnum)
caltemp(dex1).Text = cals.calset1(dex1, 2, recnum)
Next dex1
End Sub
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Private Sub Command9_Click()
Dim index3 As Byte
Command23.Enabled = True
Command25.Enabled = True
For index3 = 1 To 14
calhue(index3).Text = ""
caltemp(index3).Text = ""
Next index3
recnum = 5
Get #2, Filenum, polys
Text8.Text = Round(polys.poly1(1, recnum), 5)
Text9.Text = Round(polys.poly1(2, recnum), 5)
Text10.Text = Round(polys.poly1(3, recnum), 5)
Text11.Text = Round(polys.poly1(4, recnum), 5)
Get #1, Filenum, cals
For dex1 = 1 To cals.calsetsize(recnum)
calhue(dex1).Text = cals.calset1(dex1, 1, recnum)
caltemp(dex1).Text = cals.calset1(dex1, 2, recnum)
Next dex1
End Sub
Private Sub Form_Load()
Get #1, Filenum, cals
If cals.calRAD > 0 Then
Samplerad = cals.calRAD
Text6.Text = Samplerad
Else
'Samplerad = CInt(Text2.Text)
cals.calRAD = Samplerad
Put #1, Filenum, cals
End If
counter1 = 0
ftf = 0
Shape1.Height = Text4.Text * 10
Shape1.Width = Text3.Text * 10
justset = 0
End Sub
Private Sub cmdAddImage_Click()
Dim rsImage As Recordset
Dim lOffset As Long
Dim lSize As Long
Dim sPath As String
Dim nHandle As Integer
Dim lSubChunks As Long
Dim Chunk() As Byte
Dim nFragmentOffset As Integer
Dim i As Integer
Dim lChunks As Long
Dim lKey As Long
Dim sSQL As String
On Error GoTo cmdAddImage_Click_Error
frmFileDialog.Show(vbModal)
If gsFileName <> "" Then
Picture1.Picture = LoadPicture(gsFileName)
rsImage = objDB.OpenRecordset("Images", dbOpenDynaset)
nHandle = FreeFile
Open gsFileName For Binary Access Read As nHandle
lSize = LOF(nHandle)
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If nHandle = 0 Then
Close(nHandle)
End If
lChunks = lSize \ conChunkSize
nFragmentOffset = lSize Mod conChunkSize
rsImage.AddNew()
rsImage("Description") = gsFileName
rsImage("MyKey") = lKey
ReDim Chunk(nFragmentOffset)
Get nHandle, , Chunk()
rsImage("A_Image").AppendChunk(Chunk())
ReDim Chunk(conChunkSize)
lOffset = nFragmentOffset
For i = 1 To lChunks
Get nHandle, , Chunk()
rsImage("A_Image").AppendChunk(Chunk())
lOffset = lOffset + conChunkSize
txtByteCount = lOffset
DoEvents()
Next
rsImage.Update()
'End If
End If
Exit_cmdAddImage_Click:
Exit Sub
cmdAddImage_Click_Error:
#If gnDebug Then
Stop
Resume
#End If
HandleError("cmdAddImage_Click", Err.Description, Err.Number,
gErrFormName)
Resume Exit_cmdAddImage_Click
End Sub
Private Sub cmdLoadImage_Click()
Dim sSQL As String
Dim lKey As Long
Dim rsImage As Recordset
Dim lSize As Long
Dim varChunk() As Byte
Dim lOffset As Long
Dim sPath As String
Dim nHandle As Integer
Dim iChunks As Integer
Dim nFragmentOffset As Integer
Dim i As Integer
Dim sFile As String
On Error GoTo cmdLoadImage_Click_Error
lKey = InputBox("Please input a Key")
If lKey > 0 Then
sSQL = "select * from images"
sSQL = sSQL & " where myKey=" & lKey
rsImage = objDB.OpenRecordset(sSQL, dbOpenDynaset)
Screen.MousePointer = vbHourglass
nHandle = FreeFile
sPath = App.Path
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sFile = sPath & "\output.bin"
Open sFile For Binary Access Write As nHandle
lSize = rsImage("a_image").FieldSize
iChunks = lSize \ conChunkSize
nFragmentOffset = lSize Mod conChunkSize
ReDim Buffer(nFragmentOffset) As Byte
varChunk() = rsImage("a_image").GetChunk(lOffset,
nFragmentOffset)
Put(nHandle, , varChunk())
lOffset = nFragmentOffset
For i = 1 To iChunks
ReDim varChunk(conChunkSize) As Byte
varChunk() = rsImage("a_image").GetChunk(lOffset,
conChunkSize)
Put(nHandle, , varChunk())
lOffset = lOffset + conChunkSize
txtByteCount = lOffset
DoEvents()
Next

Close(nHandle)
Picture1.Picture = LoadPicture(sFile, , vbLPColor)
End If
Exit_cmdLoadImage_Click:
Screen.MousePointer = vbDefault
Exit Sub
cmdLoadImage_Click_Error:
#If gnDebug Then
Stop
Resume
#End If
HandleError("cmdLoadImage_Click", Err.Description, Err.Number,
gErrFormName)
Resume Exit_cmdLoadImage_Click
End Sub
Private Sub Command23_Click()
frmPolynomialRegression = Nothing
Load(frmPolynomialRegression)
frmPolynomialRegression.Show()
End Sub
Private Sub Command3_Click()
Form1.Show()
frmMain.Hide()
End Sub
Private Sub Form_QueryUnload(ByVal Cancel As Integer, ByVal UnloadMode As
Integer)
If Not objDB Is Nothing Then
objDB.Close()
End If
objDB = Nothing
End Sub
Private Sub
Dim
As Integer,
Dim
Dim

Picture1_Click()
R As Integer, G As Integer, b As Integer, rval As Integer, gval
bval As Integer
lum As Double
sat As Double
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Dim hue4 As Double
Dim ii As Integer
Dim jj As Integer
Dim Huewidth As Double
Dim HuewidthAVER As Double
Dim HueaLL As Double
Dim Hueaver As Double
Dim Hue5 As Double
Dim s5 As Double
Dim l5 As Double
If justset = 1 Then
Dim index3 As Byte
For index3 = 1 To 14
calhue(index3).Text = ""
caltemp(index3).Text = ""
Next index3
justset = 0
End If
'Text12.Text = Samplerad
Huewidth = 0
HueaLL = 0
Hue5 = 0
Hueaver = 0
hue4 = 0
Shape2.Width = Samplerad * 4
Shape2.Height = Samplerad * 4
Shape2.Top = Ypos - Samplerad * 2
Shape2.Left = Xpos - Samplerad * 2
frmMain.Enabled = False
For ii = (Xpos - (Samplerad - 1)) To Xpos + Samplerad
Huewidth = 0
For jj = (Ypos - (Samplerad - 1)) To Ypos + Samplerad
R = Picture1.Point(ii, jj) And &HFF ' only right 2 bytes
G = (Picture1.Point(ii, jj) \ &H100&) And &HFF ' only
middle 2 bytes
b = Picture1.Point(ii, jj) \ &H10000 ' only "left" 2 bytes
rval = R
gval = G
bval = b
Call RgbToHls(rval, gval, bval, hue4, lum, sat)
Huewidth = Huewidth + hue4
Next jj
HuewidthAVER = Huewidth / (Samplerad * 2)
HueaLL = HueaLL + HuewidthAVER
Next ii
frmMain.Enabled = True
Hueaver = HueaLL / (Samplerad * 2)
'Hueaver = Hueaver / 4
Text7.Text = CStr(Round(Hueaver, 5))
counter1 = counter1 + 1
calhue(counter1).Text = Round(Hueaver, 5)
caltemp(counter1).SetFocus()
End Sub
Private Sub Picture1_MouseMove(ByVal Button As Integer, ByVal Shift As
Integer, ByVal X As Single, ByVal y As Single)
Xpos = X
Ypos = y
Text1.Text = X
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Text2.Text = y
Text5.BackColor = Picture1.Point(X, y)
Dim R As Integer, G As Integer, b As Integer, rval As Integer, gval
As Integer, bval As Integer
R = Picture1.Point(X, y) And &HFF ' only right 2 bytes
G = (Picture1.Point(X, y) \ &H100&) And &HFF ' only middle 2 bytes
b = Picture1.Point(X, y) \ &H10000 ' only "left" 2 bytes
rval = R
gval = G
bval = b
Dim lum As Double
Dim sat As Double
Dim hue4 As Double
Call RgbToHls(rval, gval, bval, hue4, lum, sat)
Hue1.Text = Round(hue4, 2)
hueval1 = hue4
End Sub
Public Sub RgbToHls(ByVal R As Double, ByVal G As Double, _
ByVal b As Double, ByRef H As Double, ByRef L As _
Double, ByRef S As Double)
Dim max As Double
Dim min As Double
Dim diff As Double
Dim r_dist As Double
Dim g_dist As Double
Dim b_dist As Double
' Get the maximum and minimum RGB components.
max = R
If max < G Then max = G
If max < b Then max = b
min = R
If min > G Then min = G
If min > b Then min = b
diff = max - min
L = (max + min) / 2
If Abs(diff) < 0.0000000001 Then
S = 0
H = 0
' H is really undefined.
Else
If L <= 0.5 Then
S = diff / (max + min)
Else
S = diff / (2 - max - min)
End If
r_dist = (max - R) / diff
g_dist = (max - G) / diff
b_dist = (max - b) / diff
If R = max Then
H = b_dist - g_dist
ElseIf G = max Then
H = 2 + r_dist - b_dist
Else
H = 4 + g_dist - r_dist
End If
H = H * 60
If H < 0 Then H = H + 360
End If
End Sub
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Private Sub Text6_Change()
If Text6.Text <> "" Then
Samplerad = CInt(Text6.Text)
Get #1, Filenum, cals
cals.calRAD = Samplerad
Put #1, Filenum, cals
End If
End Sub
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